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The complete Audio Holy Bible (King James Version) The vocal talents of two of the world's most

gifted artists combine in service to the most popular book of al time, resulting in The Complete

Audio Holy Bible on compact disc. Exalt in the Word, as every syllable of the King James Old and

New Testaments are brought together to life by Jon Sherberg and James Earl Jones, providing

hours of inspirational listening.  All 66 books of the Old and New Testaments Word-for-word

readings 60+ hours of inspirational listening Transfer to your iPod or MP3 player Bonus! Convenient

CD storage case

Audio CD: 60 pages

Publisher: Topics Entertainment (October 20, 2009)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 1600775845

ISBN-13: 978-1600775840

Product Dimensions:  11.2 x 6.3 x 2.3 inches

Shipping Weight: 2.6 pounds

Average Customer Review:     4.5 out of 5 stars       827 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #168,750 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #64 inÃ‚Â Books > Books on CD >

Religion & Spirituality > Christianity   #142 inÃ‚Â Books > Books on CD > Religion & Spirituality >

General   #1239 inÃ‚Â Books > Christian Books & Bibles > Bibles

The New Testament (KJV) as read by James Earl Jones  Oscar-nominated, Emmy and Tony

award-winning actor James Earl Jones's rich vocals deliver a distinctive reading of the complete,

unabridged New Testament.  The Old Testament (KJV) as read by  Jon Sherberg  Jon Sherberg

has worked with everyone from gospel star Scott Wesley Brown to Oscar-winner Sir Ben Kingsley.

Here, he brings to life the entire Old Testament.

The CD's will not play properly. I have tried them on an older CD player and on a new CD player.

They will play for a short while and then they skip over several minutes of play or else they will

freeze up and quit working. I have tried several CD's and they are all the same. Before I bought

them, I read several reviews that told about similar problems other people had had with the CD's. I

decided to go ahead and get them thinking that if they didn't work, I would return them. I bought



these as a Christmas gift for my 93 year old mother-in-law who lives in Texas and unfortunately,

before she could open them and attempt to play them, the 30 day return time ran out. I and

numerous grandsons have attempted to play them on several different players and the same

problems occur for everyone. Since this is a known problem, I think  should replace them regardless

of the length of time. 3/29/16 UPDATE:  has refunded my payment. I give  5 stars for how they have

taken ownership of this problem. I still give the product ZERO stars. I have placed an order for: the

Holy Bible (King James Version) read by Scourby, Alexander. It cost more, but hopefully it will work!

Nice set but I was under the impression that the entire bible was going to be read by James Earl

Jones. Only the New Testament is. I will listen to both readers and I'm sure I'll enjoy it. Got a

surprise from my children. They surprised me with a larger set of an audible Bible and an echo dot.

It's full of errors, in that the tracks are not named correctly, they are in fact named HORRIBLY! The

part fo the Bible that's printed on the CD isnt what's on the disc in most instances and when it is it's

not accurate, the track names and CD names are also wrong and inconsistent. Disc 12 has the

track names of Disc 1.You'd think the guys making something as big as a Bible audio collection

would have some sort of pride in ensuring that what they sell to people is completely accurate.

I love this. I listen to it all the time it was very economical. Compared to others.. I give it 5 stars... It

took me about 6 days to go to the New Testament. Then I started the Old Testament and absolutely

love it the Old Testament. The Old Testament is 3 times larger than the New Testament and you

realize that when you start listening to these CD.. The Old Testament would be next to impossible to

keep interested in reading it.. But when you listen to it on CD its probably the best of all three

spiritual books written. If there's a question that's unanswered in the New Testament or the Book of

Mormon you will find the answer in the Old Testament.. The wisdom and street smart, that a person

can gain from the Old Testament is unsurpassed. : )

Who ever published this cd set did a very poor job ! The labels on the cd`s seem to be correct , but

if you play these on a windows 10 computer all the tracks are missed labeled , The first disk of the

set all tracks are labeled for the book of Proverbs , even though you listen to it , it is as the label

states on the disk the book of Genesis , disk 3 , same thing , tracks state Exodus , but the book of

Genesis continues . I gave it 2 stars because you can listen to it . BUT I would not recomend this

and deffinetly would not give this as a gift . should make the seller include this info in their item



discription .

Purchased for myself and transferred to a MP3 player an extremely disappointed to find that a large

part of the "Old" Testament disc are mislabeled; many with the same track name such as disc 32.

The New Testament section of this complete Bible set I couldn't be happier with, James Earl Jones

did an amazing job plus "no" disc were mislabeled. One would have to devote a lot of time

relabeling the Old Testament therefore I suggest purchasing a different version if you plan to

download to your computer or MP3 player as it's extremely time consuming not to mention not what

you paid for. Personally I feel everyone that purchased this set should be given an updated set of

the Old Testament correctly labeled at no charge..............just saying! Shirley

I'm using this to listen on a Windows 10 PC. I simply use Windows Media Player, that comes with

the Windows 10 Operating system and ripping the CD's to the harddrive. Thus far, I haven't

encountered any issues with using these CD's as others have reviewed. This could be due to faulty

CD media I'd think.

The Old Testament section is flawless (the pronunciations are awesome). James Jone's section

was not edited properly (you could hear him breathing, you can hear where the sound guy inserted

corrections). Jones was also reading too fast. Still it is a keeper. This seems like a huge project.

Can we get the Apacropha, book of Jubilees and Jasher now? :)Old Testament : 5/5new testament:

3/5overall: 4/5
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